MIC33153 click
PID: MIKROE-2887
MIC33153 click is a DC-DC adjustable step-down (buck) converter that is
designed to deliver a substantial amount of current to very demanding
loads, with the voltage output up to 3.5V. The ultra-fast transient response
and the ripple free output voltage are some of the main features of this DCDC step-down converter. The proprietary HyperLight Load™ technology
allows very efficient step-down conversion even for very light loads.
This adjustable DC-DC step-down converter click board™ has a very specific
field of applications in which it gives the best results. Due to its ripple free
voltage output and very high conversion efficiency, it is designed to be used
as the power supply for the various portable GPS devices, mobile handsets,
portable media and mp3 players, wireless LAN cards and similar applications
that demand very clean power supply and high step down DC-DC conversion
efficiency factor.

How does it work?
This click uses the MIC33153, a 4MHz DC-DC buck regulator with integrated
inductor and HyperLight Load™ technology, from Microchip. This integrated
buck regulator requires a minimal number of external components, including
the inductor. This simplifies the design greatly, retaining the advertised
electrical characteristics. Also, thermal shutdown and current limit protection
features ensure the safe operation, even in case of errors and short circuits.

The click operates with the input voltage range from 2.7V up to 5.5V and it
is capable to deliver a regulated output ranging from 0.8V to 3.5V, with up
to 1.2A. The output voltage is selectable and it is managed by the voltage on
the FB pin. This pin is routed to the output of the MCP4921, a 12bit DAC
converter from Microchip, with the SPI interface. The voltage on the DAC
output affects the FB pin voltage, which in return affects the main output
voltage.

A voltage divider connected between the main output terminal and the GND,
allows monitoring the output voltage via the AN pin of the mikroBUS™. This
gives an insight of the output voltage condition: if the output voltage
deviates from the desired value, the corrected value can be sent to the DAC.
MCP4921 DAC converter has its SPI lines routed to the mikroBUS™ so it is
enough to just send a new value via the SPI of the click board™ if a
correction is needed. Of course, being a buck converter, the click
board™ expects higher input voltage than it is set at its output.
The proprietary HyperLight Load™ technology allows to still operate with
enough efficiency, when a very light load is connected to the output
terminal. Instead of using the continuous PWM signal to operate the DC-DC
buck converter, it goes into the discontinuous mode, with the pulse
frequency modulation (PFM) signal used for regulating of the output. As the
output current rises, the device enters the continuous conducting mode
(CCM) with the PWM frequency at 4MHz. The transition is transparent and it
happens automatically when the output current rises above a certain level.
This level depends on the duty cycle of the internal PWM signal, input and
output voltages, PWM frequency and the internal coil inductance, and it is
about 200mA for the VIN = 3.6V and VOUT = 1.8V
The EN pin of the MIC33153 is also routed to the mikroBUS™ and it is used
to disable the output stage of the DC-DC step down converter. A logic HIGH
signal will activate the device, while the logic LOW will put the device in the
shutdown mode with very low power consumption. The EN pin is a subject to
a soft start circuitry, that reduces the inrush current and prevents the output
voltage from overshooting at the start up. The Soft start delay is determined
by the capacitor connected to the SS pin and it is fixed to around 300µS for
the MIC33153 click. The EN pin is pulled HIGH by the onboard resistor.
The PG pin of the MIC33153 is routed to the INT pin of the mikroBUS™ and
it is used to signalize the power good status of the output voltage. It is an
open drain output which is pulled low when the output voltage drops under
86%. It reverts to the HIGH logic state, when the output voltage gets to the
92% of its steady state. It can be used to generate the interrupt event on
the controller or otherwise signal the output voltage problem. The PG pin is
pulled HIGH by the onboard resistor.
The MIC33153 click has two robust screw terminals for connecting the input
and output voltage rails. Instead from the input terminal, the click can use
the voltage input from the development system itself if VIN SEL SMD jumper
is switched to the VCC position (default jumper position). MIC33153 click
can work with both 3.3V and 5V rated MCUs. To select the desired
operational voltage, the VCC SEL SMD jumper should be switched to the
correct position, indicated by the label - 3.3V or 5V. It should be noted that
the selected voltage will be used as the internal voltage supply for the buck

converter input, if selected so by the VIN SEL. Also, 3.3V is
required regardless of the position of the VCC SEL jumper, since
the MCP4921 DAC is powered up from 3.3V rail, directly.

Specifications
Type

Buck

Applications

Power supply for the various portable GPS devices, mobile
handsets, portable media and mp3 players, wireless LAN cards
and similar applications that demand very clean power supply and
high step down DC-DC conversion efficiency factor.

On-board
modules

MIC33153 a 4MHz DC-DC buck regulator with integrated inductor
and HyperLight Load™ technology, and MCP4921, a 12bit DAC
converter with the SPI interface, both from Microchip.

Key Features

High efficiency and low output voltage ripple throughout the
whole load range, soft start feature, thermal shutdown and
current limit protection, up to 1.2A of current, HyperLight Load™
technology, adjustable output voltage and power good indication

Interface

GPIO,Analog,SPI

Input
Voltage

5V,3.3V

Click board
size

M (42.9 x 25.4 mm)

Pinout diagram
This table shows how the pinout on MIC33153 click corresponds to the pinout
on the mikroBUS™ socket (the latter shown in the two middle columns).
Notes

Pin

Pin

Notes

Output voltage
divider

AN

1

AN

PWM

16

NC

Output enable

EN

2

RST

INT

15

PG

Chip Select

CS

3

CS

RX

14

NC

SCK

4

SCK

TX

13

NC

NC

5

MISO

SCL

12

NC

SDI

6

MOSI

SDA

11

NC

Power Supply

+3.3V

7

3.3V

5V

10

+5V

Power Supply

Ground

GND

8

GND

GND

9

GND

Ground

SPI Clock

SPI Data Input

Power
Good indication

MIC33153 click electrical specifications
Description

Min

VIN
VOUT

Typ

Max

Unit

2.7

5.5

V

0.8

3.5

V

Onboard settings and indicators
Label

Name

Default

Description

LD1

PWR

-

JP1

VCC SEL

Left

Power supply voltage selection 3V3/5V, left position
3V3

JP2

VIN SEL

Left

Power supply for the buck converter selection VCC/VIN, left
position VCC

TB1

VIN

-

Screw terminal for connecting external VIN

TB2

VOUT

-

Screw terminal for connecting the load

Power LED indicator

